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Objectives

• Understand how to create simple XML 
documents

• Understand how to write a simple style 
sheet

• Learn how to convert an XML document 
into HTML

• Understand XML physical entities

Hello XML

• “Hello World” in XML
• Easier to expand from a complete working 

example
• Steps:

– Type in an XML document
– Save XML document in a file

– Write a style sheet for the document
– Convert the document to HTML

– Load the document into a web browser
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Creating a Simple XML Document

• Use any convenient text editor (e.g, 
Notepad, BBedit, Emacs)

• Example of well formed XML document:
<?xml version=“1.0” standalone=“yes”?>
<foo>Hello XML!</foo>

• Notepad: msdn.microsoft.com/xml/notepad
• XMLWriter: www.wattlesoft.com

XML Physical Entities

• Each unit of information in an XML 
document is called an “entity”

• Each entity is assigned a name 
• The entity content may be stored within the 

main document or in a separate file (e.g., 
binary entity)

Well Formed XML Documents

• Standalone Document Declaration required
• All tags must be balanced
• All attribute values must be quoted
• Empty element tags must end with “/>”
• Isolated markup-start characters (< or &) 

are forbidden in text data
• Elements must nest properly
• Attributes must be of type CDATA
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Saving your XML File

• Save file as: foo.xml, hello.xml, 
HelloWorld.xml, MyFirstDocument.xml, 
etc.

• The “.xml” extension is fairly standard
• Save document in plain text format
• Can use option (if available) to save file in 

Unicode
– XML files may be either Unicode or a compressed 

version called UTF-8 (a strict ASCII superset)

Examining Your XML Document

• XML processing instructions
– <?xml version=“1.0” standalone=“yes”?>

• Processing instruction delimiter: ?
• Processing instruction name: xml
• Processing instruction attribute: name-value 

pair separated by (=) sign
• Version declaration is compulsory
• Standalone attribute indicates complete file

Examining Your XML Document
(continued)

• Foo element:
<foo>Hello XML! </foo>

• Start tag: <foo>
• End tag: </foo>
• Content of foo element: Hello XML!
• Meaning of the <foo> tag: whatever you 

want it to mean (structure/content)
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Assigning Semantic and Style 
Meaning to XML Tags

• Semantic meaning:
– Exists outside the document
– Better to pick tags that closely reflect the 

purpose of the information they contain

• Style meaning:
– Specifies how the content of a tag is to be 

presented
• e.g., bold, italic, green, 24 points, etc.

– XML uses style sheets to apply style meaning

Preparing a Stylesheet

• XSL: eXtensible Style Language includes:
– XSLT: Style sheet processor language (LotusXSL, 

xalan)

• Language for transforming XML documents
– XSL formatting objects (fop)

• An XML vocabulary for specifying XML semantics
– Languages are specially designed for use with XML

Sample XML/XSLT Documents

• foo.xml:
<?xml version="1.0"?>

<doc>Hello</doc>

• foo.xsl:
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="doc">

<out><xsl:value-of select="."/></out>
</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>
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Browsing XML

• General purpose XML browsers
– IE5, Netscape 6 (upcoming)

• Need to convert document into HTML
• Conversion can be static or dynamic

– Can convert statically using a parser/generator 
prior to viewing the HTML (e.g., LotusXSL)

– Can convert dynamically using an ActiveX 
control, a JavaScript program, or an XML 
browser

Statically Converting XML to HTML

• Need Windows 95/98, NT, 2000 and some 
IBM Alphaworks tools
– http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com
– Apache’s Xerces-J

• IBM alphaworks tools required:
– Parser: xml4j, xerces
– HTML generator: LotusXSL, xalan

Statically Converting XML to HTML
(continued)

• Use foo.xml, and foo.xsl
• From DOS command prompt window:

– “cd” to directory that contains the foo.xml and 
foo.xsl files

– Invoke LotusXSL to generate foo.htm 

• Load foo.htm into any standard web 
browser
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Dynamically Converting XML to HTML

• IE5 implements the HTML conversion 
dynamically

• Netscape 6 will also implement the HTML 
conversion dynamically

• To serve raw XML files without conversion 
to HTML, users must be provided with a 
program they can use to view the files
– JavaScript programs, Java applets, ActiveX 

control

Sample Dynamic Conversion
Using Active X Control

• HTML document has three main parts:
– <OBJECT> tag that downloads the Active X 

control
– Script that runs the ActiveX control
– A <DIV> element that embeds the output of the 

control in the HTML page

Converting a Web Page to XML

• Define XML tags for the books elements
• Some third party software tools now 

automate the conversion from HTML to 
XML
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Converting a Web Page to XML
(continued)

• Other elements: header information, other front 
matter, standard signature block
– Leave as HTML and embed the XML

• Useful if lots of nonstandard data with little semantic meaning

– Use modified XML tags that mirror their HTML 
counterpart

• Use one case, use </> to end empty tags, quote all attribute 
values

• Assumes compatible DTD, and style sheet

– Define new XML tags
• Can reuse generic ones in many context

Examining/Viewing an XML Document

• Minimal style sheet: default IE5 style sheet
• Parsing with “pass-through” style sheet:

– Wrap document’s entire character data in 
standard HTML document tags

– XML markup tags not passed through into the 
finished document

– Data tends to run together, but it warns you of 
errors (unclosed or overlapping tags)

Summary

• XML documents are simple to create
• It is possible to invent tags that fit a 

document instead of being restricted to a 
limited, predefined set of tags

• Style sheets specify how elements are 
reordered, formatted and presented
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Summary
(continued)

• LotusXSL or Xalan can be used to convert 
XML documents into regular HTML that 
can be viewed in standard web browsers

• There is more to be said on well-formed 
XML documents and style sheets


